
Proposal to create space for reflection, relaxation or a walk with a friend. The 
centerpiece of a low impact eco conscious park designed to provide walking 
trails and gathering places is a sculptural installation consisting of several 
pieces. 
 
This installation consists of ”Orange of Absolute”, a few orange rectangular 
specks, and of a chain of rectangular pools and a large figure. 
 
The Orange of Absolute is a homage to the well-known Black Square by 
Malevich. Orange comes out by breaking up solid black into smaller pieces. 
Orange installation is in painted aluminum and will be 8-10' above ground. The 
shape will stand out in different lights creating a recognizable mark on the 
skyline. It will allow for a wide variety of lighting effects that will be visible 
from the highway. 
 
The Orange specks are is a side effect of the orange transformation and provide 
guest an opportunity to physically connect to the process.  
 
The Pools represent a trace of the more ancient matter which’s time has passed. 
Pools are 1'-3' deep, in stone. Some are filled with water and will be reflective. 
 
The figure is an observer and done as a flying primitive or more classical 
reclining figure. There is a wide range of possible shapes for this figure. Figure 
is large and transparent. It is made of metal tubing. Tube spacing and head 
opening allow people to walk through.  
 
The vision for the east side of the site is titled “The Ruins of the Future”. It is 
not developed in this submission.  It will have a look of ancient ruins in metallic 
blue color; symbolizing that talents, efforts, and the perfect line and form of 
artists of the past beauty of which is seen even in ruins. I hope the judgment 
of the future generations will be in our favor as well. 
 
This project has specific lighting environmental requirements and I'm going to 
implement them in the next stage of design. 
 


